Skid-Lift

Skid-Lift Operators
2030E HD
Training Check Off List
4453 Main Ave. Suite G Fargo ND 58103

Serial Number (#): _______________________________________________
Customer Name: ________________________________________________
Fargo, ND 58103
Ask if customer knows how to use skid steer auxiliary over ride on their machine and discuss
Discuss attaching skid steer connection plate to the side attachment and the end attachment
Ensure user knows that they should always stay connected to the skid steer
Explain how to adjust legs being extended and telescoped down to ensure it is stable
Discuss how and why to use the chain hook up to the base frame of skid steer
Hydraulic hook up & 3rd port line to case drain or tank on base frame if no 3rd port on skid steer
Discuss bypass tank & connection to the supplied tank and how it will overflow over time if used
Explain the base controls for Up and Down, E-stop, and Bypass
Explain Up/Down, Left/Right, operation on platform
Transport long distances with side attach plate, switch to end attach when location is reached
Explain the maintenance mode with safety arms using bypass and gravity to bring down
Discuss always visually inspecting all hoses & connection points on the frame and under the deck
Explain the integrated safety valve stop for leak or rupture
Make sure that the user knows to check that the slide rail is free and clear of debris
Talk about the deck extension and how to use - 6'6" W/O and 8'0" W extended
Make sure weight capacity is discussed - 1000lbs capacity on main and 500lbs on extension
Ensure users are aware that it is only a 2 person occupancy lift
Discuss tie offs located on side hand rails (1 person/1 Tie off)
Review decals
Discuss enabling emergency brake and chocking the wheels before getting in basket
Talk about the 3 manuals in the carrying case and review them
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Fargo, ND 58103

Skid-Lift Operators Training Check Off
List
Ask if customer knows how to use skid steer auxiliary over ride on
their machine and discuss
Comments:
Most skid steers come equipped with the ability to turn on the hydraulics and be able to get out
of the cab with the hydraulics still working. Brands that we have tested and ran the Skid-Lift on
include Bobcat, Caterpillar, Gehl, New Holland, Mustang, JCB, Volvo, John Deere and others.
Some of the videos on how to turn on the Auxiliary hydraulics are located on our website under
instructional videos. These are not always easy to figure out as often the procedure can be a
little tricky. Different model years and model numbers may work differently. It is always good to
check your owner’s manual for your particular machine or call your local dealer. Feel free to
contact a Skid-Lift representative if you have problems.
General procedure for most skid steers is as follows:
1. Start your machine with the lap bar up or down (Bobcat is lap bar up, Gehl is lap bar
down as an example)
2. Press the Auxiliary hydraulic button on the control panel (one green light when you press
the button on a Bobcat. This gives you regular flow (high flow is not needed to run the
Skid-Lift)).
3. Once the auxiliary hydraulics are on, depress the trigger switch on the back side of the
right-hand joystick. You should hear the hydraulic pump activate or see the hoses on the
Skid-Lift pressurize (Bobcat example).
4. You can now get out of the cab and use the Skid-Lift.

Note: always be sure to turn off the hydraulics before turning off the skid steer or tractor so that
the lines are not pressurized after operation.
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Discuss attaching skid steer connection plate to the side attachment
and the end attachment

Comments:
There are two attach plates on all 2030E HD units. Operators should familiarize themselves with
the differences between the end plate (plate built into the frame) and the side attach plate
(bolted to the side of the machine). Using both side plates can give advantages for positioning
the unit and having the basket in the orientation that works best for the job you are performing.
It also can help you position and re-position the lift most efficiently by eliminating unnecessary
moves by the power unit (skid steer or tractor).
Operators should also inspect both plates before use. Cracks or bends should be addressed if
noticed to eliminate possible issues. This is the only connection point to the skid steer or tractor,
so it is important it fits properly.
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Ensure user knows that they should always stay connected to the Skid
Steer

Comments:
During use, the larger piece of equipment should always remain connected to the Lift. Lifts are
tested to meet all standards for tip over protection while attached to equipment acting as the
power supply. It is unsafe to operate a lift without this anchor weight. Never disconnect from
the skid steer or tractor when using the Skid-Lift!
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Explain how to adjust legs being extended and telescoped down to
ensure it is stable

Comments:
It’s important that the adjustable leg holding tubes (going into the frame) are extended during
use. They are a safety factor intended to maximize the footprint and therefore the stability of
the Skid-Lift.
When using the side attach plate, only the legs on the opposite side need to be extended (as
shown in the photo) as the skid steer or tractor acts as a large base on the side of the unit.
All four legs should be extended for a maximum footprint when you are hooked to the end
attach plate (the one built into the frame of the Skid-Lift). This will give you maximum stability
in both directions.
Also be sure to adjust legs up and down as needed to follow the contour of the ground. This will
ensure maximum stability. All legs do not have to be at the same height to use.
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Discuss how and why to use the chain hook up to the base frame of
Skid Steer

Comments:
There is a green chain on the side of the Skid-Lift that is attached to the side plate. This is what is
known as a grounding chain and is common on skid-lift attachments. A typical example of how it
is used is shown in the photo above. The chain comes with more length than needed for most
skid steers and can be cut to the desired length to give you roughly 18 to 24” of lift while moving
the skid steer.
We recommend that the chain is customized to attach to your skid steer to prevent the user
from lifting it to high with the Skid-Steer arms. There is normally a grounding lug or d-rings on
most skid steers specifically for this purpose. The chain can either be looped through it or the
hook can be snapped directly to it. When the lift is raised to high you become at risk of tipping
forward with your skid steer and possibly harming the lift and the equipment moving it.
Note: Customize chain so the length works for both attach plates! Check twice, cut once!!
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Hydraulic hook up & 3rd port line to case drain or tank on base frame
if no 3rd port on skid steer

Comments:
The operator should familiarize themselves with the hydraulic inputs and outputs on their
equipment. The lift runs directly off-of the hydraulic ports. The Skid-Lift is equipped with 3 lines,
a supply line, return line, and case drain line. Whenever there is a 3rd port on the skid steer, it
should be hooked up. This will allow oil to go directly back into the skid steer when using the
emergency by-pass. This line only comes into use if the emergency by-pass is used and has
nothing to do with normal operation of the lift.
On skid steers or tractors with only two connection ports, there is an auxiliary tank located in
the front of the end attach plate and below the frame plate. The connection port and breather
stick up through the Skid-Lift frame. Only if you do not have the 3rd port case drain on your
powering machine should you hook the auxiliary line to this port on this tank. This auxiliary tank
with hold up to two complete dump cycles of the emergency by-pass valve before it needs to be
drained. There is a drain plug on the bottom of the tank that can be pulled to drain the tank. If
oil is coming out of the breather, the tank needs to be drained.
Note: Do not put oil from the auxiliary tank back in your skid steer or tractor, dispose of
properly!
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Discuss bypass tank & connection to the supplied tank and how it will
overflow over time if used

Comments:
The emergency tank discussed above may only be cycled twice from the fully raised positioned
before the tank will be full and it will need to be drained. Remember that every time you drain
into the tank you take hydraulic fluid from the Skid-Steer so if you are using this extra tank, be
sure to always check your skid steer for the proper fill level on hydraulic fluid. The emergency
by-pass valves are only needed for emergency let-down situations and should always be
connected if there is not a 3rd port on the skid steer or tractor.

Note: Never dump hydraulic oil from this tank back into your skid steer or tractor. Contaminants
that could hurt your hydraulic system could exist!
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Explain the base controls for Up and Down, E-stop, and Bypass

Comments:
Each 2030E HD comes loaded with a lower control panel. From the left to the right we have the
emergency bypass that would allow someone on the floor to help someone who has been hurt
in the basket by lowering the basket by turning this lever ¼ turn; the master hydraulic Stop
button will lock out all functions and basically dead head the hydraulics at this button. This
includes the ground level scissor up and down control lever. These are the master functions on
the Skid-Lift unit. The main function for the lever on the base is to lift the basket up if you need
to put the maintenance bars down and work on the interior of the machine with the basket in
the up position.

Note: if you turn on your skid steer or tractors hydraulics and nothing is working, check to see if
this button has accidentally been depressed and pull back into the up position to get the
machine working properly.
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Explain Up/Down, Left/Right, operation on platform

Comments:
In the 2030E HD Basket we have the 2 basket control Joysticks. These include the basket scissor
up / down joystick and the side tilt joystick. There is also a bubble level to show you how close
you are to be level with the basket. When moving up and down, the machine should always be
level.
The 2030E HD is built to pivot 4 degrees in both directions and the left to right lever controls this
feature. This allows you to level the basket if the base is not completely level when positioned.
It also allows you to move closer to your work when up in the air without having to go down and
move the base of the skid-lift with your skid steer. It will also help keep you from leaning out to
far out over the railings when working. Always use a harness and be attached to the Skid-Lift
lanyard points when working at heights.

Note: Always bring the scissor lift back to level when bring the basket back down!
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Transport long distances with side attach plate, switch to end attach
when location is reached

Comments:
The Skid-Lift is a heavy piece of equipment as it is built to be very rugged. When using the end
attach plate (built into the frame), weight is even greater as the bulk of the unit is farther from
the skid steer or tractor. It is important for operators to use to side quick attach plate when
moving lifts long distances. The lift will be more stable this way on long trips and have less of a
tendency to bounce and will put less stress on all the equipment.
It is always recommended to travel long distances with the Skid-Lift using the side attach plate
and then switch to the end attach plate if needed when you get to your desired location. It also
works best to load the Skid-Lift on a trailer using the side attach plate as shown above.
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Explain the maintenance mode with safety arms using bypass and
gravity to bring down

Comments:
The maintenance bars are the yellow bars on both sides of the
machine. These are used whenever you are working on the
interior of the machine or are doing things that require the
machine be worked on in the up position.
Lift the basket high enough to rotate both bars around and get
them close to the bar rests as shown in picture two. Slowly bring
down the lift and ensure both bars will sit on their rests. Then use
the emergency by-pass valve to ensure lift is resting on the
maintenance bars so that if you disconnect a hose, that the fluid is
not forced out fast and the possibility of the machine dropping
unexpectedly happens. Always return the emergency by-pass
lever to the original position before working on the lift.
Note: Never, ever reach in or put your body into the framework of
the lift without having the maintenance bars in place!
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Discuss always visually inspecting all hoses & connection points on the
frame and under the deck

Comments:
The operator must always inspect the hoses and connection points before and after use. Always
ensure that hoses and connection points look good, are free of nicks and cuts, and that no oil is
leaking from connection points. Often leaks at connection points can be fixed by simply
tightening a fitting.

Note: Always have the maintenance bars in place per the proper procedure before reaching in
and tightening oil line fittings!
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Explain the integrated safety valve stop for leak or rupture

Comments:
All Skid-Lifts come standard with a PO Check Valve located on the upper part of the main
hydraulic cylinder. This feature prevents the lift from collapsing if there was an accidental
rupture of the hydraulics line or lines. There is nothing that needs to be done or maintained with
this feature. We wanted to let customers know that this feature exists on the machine and is
there for safety protection.
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Make sure that the user knows to check that the slide rail is free and
clear of debris

Comments:
As with any scissor lift from any manufacturer, it is important to keep the track clean and free of
dirt and debris. The Skid-Lift slide rail is open on one end and has a clean out hole in the other
end to allow dirt and debris to push out either end of the lift as it goes up and down. However, it
is possible for the slide blocks to ride up on dirt, gravel, sand, or other foreign material causing
the slide blocks to wedge into the rails and possibly bend the rails and / or tubes.

Note: It is always good to periodically clean the rails with a hose or compressed air. It is also
recommended not to store the unit in a dirty, sandy, or gritty area!
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Talk about the deck extension and how to use - 6'6" W/O and 8'0" W
extended

Comments:
The Skid-Lift has a deck extension which extends roughly 24” to give the user a larger platform
to give more space when working at heights and less re-positioning. The basket is a manual push
or pull out. There are chains on both sides of basket railings which can be used to regulate the
length the extension is out if needed. You simply put the basket out as far as needed and then
use the chain clips located at the top of the chain to regulate chain length. The deck extension
should always be pulled in as far as possible so that the deck is fully retracted, and the chain
clips clipped to prevent the deck from sliding out when transporting on a trailer.
Note: Always ensure the deck extension cannot slide out when transporting on a trailer!
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Make sure weight capacity is discussed - 1000lbs capacity on main and
500lbs on extension

Comments:
The weight limits for the Skid-Lift basket and deck extension are listed on a decal located by the
basket door and underneath the serial tag. Review and never exceed the suggest weight limits.
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Ensure users are aware that it is only a 2 person occupancy lift

Comments:
No more than two operators can be in the basket at any given time. Failure to follow this rule
can lead to personal injury. This is also shown on the decal as shown.
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Discuss tie offs located on side hand rails (1 person/1 Tie off)

Comments:
The skid lift offers multiple tie-off’s which are located on each side of the hand rails about midframe. We highly recommend operators always remain tied off during use.
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Review decals

Comments:
Familiarize yourself will all the decals on the lift. The decals shown are just an example of the
safety decals located on the machine. It is important to review the decals located on the
machine either at the machine or they can be reviewed in the owner’s manual as they are listed
there. These decals are positioned in strategic areas and are there for the operator’s safety!
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Discuss enabling emergency brake and chocking the wheels before
getting in basket

Comments:
Whenever using the Skid-Lift and before enabling the auxiliary hydraulics, it is a good practice to
activate the emergency brake switch on your particular skid steer or tractor. It is also a good
idea to chock the wheels especially on sloped ground. Many skid steers activate the park brake
automatically when the lap bar is raised but this may not always be the case with every model.
Enabling the emergency brake and chocking the wheels can help eliminate any possibility of skid
steer or tractor “creep” or movement on its own.
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Talk about the 3 manuals in the carrying case and review them

Comments:
The Skid-Lift comes with 3 manuals in the case when it is shipped to a customer. The owner’s
manual, an Aerial Lift Association Safety Manual, and a copy of the ANSI 92.3 Standards around
which the lift is designed. It is highly recommended that an operator read through these
manuals and get to know the Skid-Lift and the proper safety and operating procedures.
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Ask if customer knows how to use skid steer auxiliary over ride on their machine and discuss
Discuss attaching skid steer connection plate to the side attachment and the end attachment
Ensure user knows that they should always stay connected to the skid steer
Explain how to adjust legs being extended and telescoped down to ensure it is stable
Discuss how and why to use the chain hook up to the base frame of skid steer
Hydraulic hook up & 3rd port line to case drain or tank on base frame if no 3rd port on skid steer
Discuss bypass tank & connection to the supplied tank and how it will overflow over time if used
Explain the base controls for Up and Down, E-stop, and Bypass
Explain Up/Down, Left/Right, operation on platform
Transport long distances with side attach plate, switch to end attach when location is reached
Explain the maintenance mode with safety arms using bypass and gravity to bring down
Discuss always visually inspecting all hoses & connection points on the frame and under the deck
Explain the integrated safety valve stop for leak or rupture
Make sure that the user knows to check that the slide rail is free and clear of debris
Talk about the deck extension and how to use - 6'6" W/O and 8'0" W extended
Make sure weight capacity is discussed - 1000lbs capacity on main and 500lbs on extension
Ensure users are aware that it is only a 2 person occupancy lift
Discuss tie offs located on side hand rails (1 person/1 Tie off)
Review decals
Discuss enabling emergency brake and chocking the wheels before getting in basket
Talk about the 3 manuals in the carrying case and review them
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Trainer: _______________________________
Date: _______________________________

Trainee: _______________________________
Date: _______________________________
Company Name: _______________________________
Date: _______________________________
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